
LITTLE FIELD LAB SIMULATION

Littlefield Technologies and Littlefield Laboratories. Littlefield is an online competitive simulation of a queueing network
with an inventory point.

The average lead time declined to under a half a day during factory days 69 through  The beauty of this
simulation game is that the professors can modify the simulation game to teach different concepts at different
levels of difficulty by choosing which rules or parameters students modify in the simulation game. The
Responsive Learning Technologies website lists the various business schools that use this simulation model
and the various countries where this model has been used. With the 2-way split we were meeting our service
level agreements more consistently resulting in higher customer satisfaction and higher profits per job. Group
3 was a three-way split. There was a substantial decline in arriving orders during the same time period. This
simulation game has been widely adopted in schools around the world. The exit strategy did work although if
we had purchased another 1, kits in Stage 7, we could have set the reorder quantity to 0 and reorder point to 0.
We know from the instructions for the game that the demand is expected to stay consistent although orders are
random. We discussed the options of altering the lot sizes, but decided that the extra setup time would only
create more bottlenecks downstream. Stage 7. There is another consideration in the decision to purchase a fifth
machine for Station 1. This simulation game can also be used by individuals or corporate training programs to
teach the various operations research concepts outlined above. The title implies that we should be concerned
about the consistency with which we deliver on our service level agreements SLAs. During Stage 4, we
explored job splitting as a solution to the SLA problem. We chose to stay with the 2-way split not only
because it had the highest average revenues, but also because the 2-way split had the lowest variance.
Previously we had been stockpiling inventory by purchasing more as soon as money was available to
purchase, but we realized that we may be missing out on nontrivial interest payments. Posted by. Sign Up
Now. The text also mentioned that small variations in reorder quantity do not matter much and so people
usually round to a convenient number. So we re-set the reorder point to , which provides a four day inventory
plus a safety net. Stage 3: During our preliminary meeting, the team discussed the possibility of purchasing a
fifth machine for Station 1. The Exit Strategy â€” We do not have control of the factory during the last days of
its life. Stage 5. On the other hand, orders are random and an early move could have backfired on us. So we
tried the 5-way split thinking each job would be split equally among the five machines.


